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Abstract 
Misspelled query due to homophones or mispronunciation is 
difficult to be corrected in the conventional spelling correction 
methods. In phonetic candidate generation, the generator is to 
produce candidates which are phonetically similar to a given 
query. In this paper, we present a new phonetic candidate 
generator for improving the search efficiency of a query. The 
proposed generator consists of three modules: letter-to-sound 
(LTS) conversion, phonetic “trie” and phonetic similarity 
estimator based upon Levenshtein distance and Kullback-
Leibler Divergence (KLD) between phones. This generator 
yields a significant improvement over Double-metaphone in 
terms of candidate accuracy and effective candidate set size. 
 

Index Terms: phonetic candidate generator, letter-to-sound, 
phonetic similarity, Kullback-Leibler Divergence 

1. Introduction 
Misspelled query is one of important factors that lead to poor 
search results. Misspellings may be due to either typing error 
or lack of the knowledge of the correct spelling. They are also 
called typographic and cognitive errors [1]. Typographic error 
is caused by typing, e.g. betweeen, betwen and bewteen as 
between. Cognitive error is due to mispronunciation or 
homophones. It occurs when the user mispronounces the word, 
e.g. sheap as ship and griep as grip, or just knows the 
pronunciation of the word instead of its spelling, e.g. reed as 
read and aylide as elide. Cognitive errors are most likely to 
happen when user inputs query for person and place names, 
especially for foreign or translated names.  
       There have been numerous studies on spelling corrections 
[1~10]. Many of them use noise channel model [11]. It 
consists of a source model �(�) and an error (channel) model �(�|�), where � and � represent misspelled word and correct 
word respectively. However, it is difficult to estimate such a 
distribution. Web search lexicon is usually very large, even 
larger than million entries, so correcting the misspelled words 
with the corresponding correct words for it is non-trivial, 
especially for the cognitive errors. An alternative approach is 
to generate the correct word candidates, given a misspelled 
word, from lexicon. The language model and other features are 
subsequently used to rank the candidates or make the decision 
whether the given word need to be corrected or not. 
       There can be multiple candidate generators to deal with 
different types of errors. Phonetic candidate generator is 
employed to solve cognitive errors. In this paper, we propose a 
new approach to phonetic candidate generator intended to 
integrate with the existing candidate generators, e.g. typo, to 
handle the cognitive errors not covered by the other generators.  
The rest of paper is organized as follows. A review on the 
related work is given in Section 2. In Section 3 and 4, we 
present the details of our approach to phonetic candidate 

generator and the corresponding experimental results, 
respectively. A conclusion is drawn in Section 5. 

2. Related work 
The problem described above can be defined as: given a query 
and a lexicon, we try to find a set that 
 � = {�|� ∈ � ∩ 
������(�, �) ≤ �}                 (1) 
 
where S is called the candidate set, q is the query, Σ is the 
lexicon and � is a pre-defined threshold. A well-known class 
of algorithms, called phonetic algorithms or phonetic encoding, 
including Soundex, Editex, Phonetex, Metaphone and Double-
metaphone, are designed to generate the words that sound like 
the query. The phonetic algorithms can be described as using 
the followed distance function in (1) 
 
������(�, �) ≝ ��∅(�), ∅(�)�                  (2) 
 
where � is a mapping function that maps or transforms a string 
to phonetic codes for later comparison. δ calculates the 
Levenshtein edit distance between two code sequences. 
       The mapping function � in (2) used in Soundex 
transforms a word to a 5 length codes that begins with a letter 
and followed 4 digits.  The weakness of Soundex is that there 
is no similarity metric for evaluating the closeness of two code 
sequences, the δ is either 0 or 1. Editex adds an edit distance 
metric. The calculation of Levenshtein edit distance here 
considers three operations: insertion, deletion and substitution. 
All these basic operations have their own distance score. 
Metaphone and Double-metaphone are more sophisticated 
phonetic algorithms, which are developed by [12] and used by 
the well-known GNU tool, Aspell. They code in many 
common rules of English pronunciation that Soundex or other 
phonetic encoding doesn’t cover in the mapping function � 
and uses a content-dependent version of Levenshtein edit 
distance to calculate the similarity δ. These phonetic 
encodings and similarity metrics are all based on 
pronunciation rules.  It may not enough cover for the language 
like English whose pronunciation is difficult to predict by a 
rule system. 

3. Phonetic Candidate Generator 
Our approach to phonetic candidate generator is mainly based 
on a letter-to-sound (LTS) conversion model and a phonetic 
similarity estimator. The LTS converts the letter sequence of 
the search query to the phone sequence by predicting its 
pronunciation. The phonetic similarity estimator estimates the 
similarity between two phone sequences. The schematic 
diagram of our approach is shown in Figure 1, where both 
offline and online phases are shown. 
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     The lexicon used for the spelling checker is usually very 
large and without the corresponding pronunciations. In the 
offline phase, each entry of the lexicon is augmented with its 
pronunciation by using a LTS model. The resultant 
pronunciation lexicon is then compiled to a trie (or prefix 
tree), an ordered tree data structure used to store a dictionary. 
A phonetic (dis)similarity table, in which each phone has 
similarity scores comparing with other phone, e.g., the phone 
/s/ is more similar to phone /z/ than phone /b/, is obtained 
statistically by hundreds of persons’ speech recordings.  
      In the online phase, each input query is firstly converted to 
a phone sequence by LTS, then estimated its phonetic 
similarity scores to the each entry of the pre-stored 
pronunciation lexicon by using the phonetic (dis)similarity 
table, finally the most similar entries are output as phonetic 
candidates from pronunciation lexicon. 
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Figure 1: The schematic diagram of our approach to phonetic 
candidate generator 

3.1 Letter-to-sound (LTS) 
LTS conversion converts a letter sequence to a phone 
sequence automatically. For some languages, LTS can be a 
rule system, e.g., pronouncing Spanish based on the written 
word can almost completely be predicted from its orthography 
by simple rules, while the writing of a rule system is too 
difficult for some other languages like English. There are lots 
of researches on machine learning methods for automatically 
building LTS conversion for a pronunciation lexicon. The 
classification and regression tree (CART) is widely used in 
automatically LTS conversion for many languages. Other 
researches adopt neural networks [13], hidden Markov model 
[14], joint multi-gram model [15~16] and etc. Recently, 
conditional random fields (CRF) is proposed to perform LTS 
and reported to achieve a higher prediction accuracy 
comparing with other methods [17]. 
      LTS conversion is one of key components in our approach 
to phonetic candidate generator. In this paper, we employ 
CART and CRF to model LTS conversion and investigate 

their performance to phonetic candidate generator, 
respectively. Generally, the pronunciation lexicon just 
contains the letter and phone sequence pairs. The letter 
sequence of a lexicon entry is always longer, or shorter, or the 
same length as, the phone sequence of its pronunciation. The 
alignment between individual letters and phones is performed 
before running a machine learning algorithm. The letter to 
phone alignment is nontrivial and it can be one-to-one, many-
to one, and many-to-many. In our experiments, we use the 
NETtalk corpus, which includes aligned letter and phonetic 
representations with stresses [13], to model LTS conversion.  

3.2 KLD-based phonetic (dis)similarity measure 
Phonetic (dis)similarity is defined as minimal pronunciation 
errors that a phone string is pronounced to another phone 
string with the allowable insertion, deletion, or substitution. It 
can be treated as Levenshtein distance in term of 
pronunciation instead of edit. Kullback-Leibler Divergence 
(KLD) is used to estimate the phonetic (dis)similarity table 
(cost matrix). 
       KLD, also called relative entropy, is an information-
theoretic measure of (dis)similarity between two probability 
distributions. If ℳ  and ℳ�  represent two models with 
continuous distributions, the symmetric divergence between 
the two models can be obtained by 

 ���ℳ�ℳ� � = ��ℳ�ℳ� � + ��ℳ� ‖ℳ�                  (3) 
where 
 

��ℳ�ℳ� � = � !("|ℳ)#$% !("|ℳ)!�"&ℳ� � 
"'*  

 
In speech processing area, we generally use hidden Markov 
model (HMM) to model phone, where each HMM has 3 or 5 
states and each state is modeled with Gaussian mixture model 
(GMM). For the KLD between two HMMs, no closed form is 
available.  Although it can be approximated by sampling based 
Monte-Carlo algorithm, it is still too complexity to be applied 
to real applications. In [18], the upper bound of KLD between 
two left-to-right HMMs is proposed to approximate it in 
practice. The resultant formula to calculate KLD between two 
HMMs, ℋ and ℋ� , is  
 

���ℋ�ℋ� � ≤  . /�(01�021)1 − 11 + �(021‖01)1 − 411
�

156
+ (11 − 411) log 7114118(1 − 11)(1 − 411) 9     

(4) 
where � is the number of states in HMM; 01 ,  021 ,  11 and 411 
present observation probability density and transition 
probability of state � for the model ℋ and  ℋ� , respectively.  At 
the state level of HMM, we use a single Gaussian distribution 
to model it. The KLD between two multivariate Gaussian 
distributions has a close form as 
 ��01�021� = 12 ��;�<>6 + <�>6�(? − ?@)(? − ?@)A + <>6<�>6

+ <�>6<>6 − 2BC                             
(5) 

where ?  and  <  are the corresponding mean vector and 
covariance matrix of the GMM at state �, respectively. 
      Substitution errors are the KLD scores between the two 
phone models in a pair. We introduce HMM model sil, which 
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models silence segment of speech, to represent the epsilon 
phone ε. The insertion or deletion error of each phone is the 
KLD score between sil model and that phone model. All KLD 
scores are finally normalized to 0~1.   

3.3 Trie search 
An example of phonetic trie is shown in Fig. 2, where the keys 
are phone strings and the values are letter strings. A node in 
the tree stores a phone (key), all the descendants of a node 
have a common prefix of the phone string, the root is 
associated with the empty string, and values are associated 
only with leaves. 
 

 
Figure 2: An example of phonetic trie 

 
      The searching algorithm on the trie is an implementation 
of dynamic programming algorithm of Levenshtein distance, 
which is defined as phonetic (dis)similarity (KLD score) in our 
approach. It can calculate the distance between the phone 
strings of multi entries of lexicon and the phone string of the 
query synchronously.  
      Given a threshold �, the phonetic candidate generator 
performs a depth-first-search (DFS) to find all the entries 
whose distance from the query is no more than �. 

4. Experiments and results  

4.1 Experimental setup 
We use NETtalk corpus to build our LTS conversion. It 
contains approximately 20,000 entries, each of which is a 
letter-to-phone aligned pair of a word and its pronunciation. 
The data proportion for training and testing is roughly 9:1. The 
experiments for evaluating the performance of LTS are carried 
out with a cross-validation procedure, i.e., training on 90% of 
data, testing on a held-out 10% of data and reporting the 
average across the all tests. CART and CRF are employed to 
train LTS model, respectively.  Rich contexts (quin-letter) are 
used as question set in growing decision tree and templates for 
CRF. The performance, the prediction accuracy at phone and 
whole word levels, of LTS by using CART and CRF is shown 
in Table 1, where indicates that the performance of LTS 
trained by CRF is much higher than that of CART. 
 

Table 1: Accuracy of Letter-to-sound system 
 

 Phone Word 
CART 82.24% 44.13% 
CRF 92.65% 62.40% 

 
      The corpus used to estimate KLD-based phonetic 
(dis)similarity table is WSJ0 [19], which consists of read 
speech with the text from Wall Street Journal news and is 
usually used to the research on large-vocabulary Continuous 
Speech Recognition (CSR) systems. Speech signals are 

sampled at 16 kHz, windowed by a 25-ms window with a 10-
ms shift and transformed to 39th MFCCs. Three-state, left-to-
right HMM phone models, where each state is modeled with a 
single Gaussian, diagonal covariance output distribution, are 
adopted. The phonetic (dis)similarity is calculated by the Eq. 
(4) and (5) in Section 3.2 with these mono-phone HMMs. 
      The lexicon used to compile the phonetic trie for the 
experiments contains over 1,700,000 entries, which are 
collected from a web search engine. For testing our approach 
to the phonetic candidate generator, we use three truth sets 
from different search domains as testing sets. Each query in 
the testing set contains one or several tokens (the unit like 
word) and the corresponding correction. Table 2 shows the 
number of misspelled queries, the number of misspelled 
tokens, and the percentage of them which is out-of-lexicon in 
these three testing sets. 
 

Table 2: The testing sets for evaluating our approach 
 

Testing Set Token Query 
A 3257 (29.54%) 2995 (30.37%) 
B 3220 (28.77%) 2745 (30.64%) 
C 3571 (26.90%) 3122 (30.04%) 

4.2 Experimental result 
There are two performance evaluation metrics, the percentage 
of corrections in the candidate list (also called accuracy) and 
the number of generated candidates. The performance of the 
Double-metaphone and our phonetic candidate generator on 
the testing sets is shown in Figure 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The 
performance of our generator with the LTS trained by CART 
and CRF is also shown. We find that our phonetic candidate 
generator can achieve a higher accuracy of candidate 
generation with a lower number of generated candidates. The 
performance of our generator with LTS trained by CRF is 
slightly better than that by CART. 
 

 
Figure 3: The accuracy of Double-metaphone and our phonetic 
candidate generator at token level. 
 

 
Figure 4: The accuracy of Double-metaphone and our phonetic 
candidate generator at query level. 
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Figure 5: Average number of generated candidates per token. 

 
      Our approach to phonetic candidate generator has a 
similarity metric for evaluating the closeness of each candidate 
to the given query. The similarity between a token and an 
entry of lexicon is defined as 
 

��D�#���E(�, �) ≝ 1 − FGHGI�JKG1I(K,G)LJMIG NMOIK MP G        (6) 

 
where t is the query and e is an entry of lexicon. The top-N 
accuracy of generated candidates by the generator with LTS 
trained by CRF on the testing set A is shown in the Figure 6, 
where indicates that the accuracy of top 100 candidates is 
already close to that of Double-metaphone, whose average 
candidate number is 689. The performance behavior of another 
two testing sets is almost same as the testing set A. 
 

 
Figure 6: Top-N accuracy of generator (CRF) on the testing 
set A. 

4.3 Discussion 
The threshold η plays a very important role in trie search. 
Increasing it may lead a better accuracy but it also spends 
more time to search and generates a larger candidate set. It is a 
performance-time tradeoff. Thus, how to set the threshold can 
be tricky and need experience. Intuitively, as the phoneme 
count of the query gets longer, we should bare more errors. 
That is, the threshold should be positively correlated with the 
phone count of the query. In this paper, we simply set η to the 
phone count multiplying 0.4, which gets an acceptable 
accuracy and candidate set. An interesting idea for the future 
would be using a linear or quadratic function to calculate η 
from the phoneme count of a query. 

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we propose to use a phonetic candidate generator 
to solve cognitive errors for misspelled query. A significant 
accuracy improvement over Double-metaphone is achieved in 
our experiments. The phonetic candidate generator also 
generates a smaller candidate set than Double-metaphone. The 
more sophisticated the model is, the more computing resource 
it requires, and the smaller candidate set it wants. The 

accuracy of top 100 candidates in our phonetic candidate 
generator is already close to that of Double-metaphone, whose 
average candidate number is larger than 600. 
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